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Abstract
Online Social Networks (OSNs) span constituent a singular internet 
and social development, stirring tastes and behaviors of their users 
and serving to them to maintain/create friendships. It’s attention-
grabbing to investigate the expansion and evolution of on-line 
social networks each from the purpose of read of promoting and 
provide of recent services and from a scientific assurance, since 
their formation and evolution might share similarities with real-
life social networks. Identifying human behavior on social media 
has wide range of application such as identifying the individual 
or groups familiarities, views, beliefs etc. This paper is a study 
on social networks and their analysis techniques. 
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I. Introduction
Online Social Networks (OSNs) span constituent a singular net 
and social development, poignant tastes and behaviors of their 
users and serving to them to maintain/create friendships. It’s 
fascinating to investigate the expansion and evolution of on-line 
social networks each from the purpose of read of promoting and 
supply of recent services and from a scientific viewpoint, since 
their structure and evolution might share similarities with real-life 
social networks.
Social Networking Sites (SNSs) became new paradox in social 
interaction & communication patterns that have profound impact 
within the manner individuals communicate and connect with 
each other.
Social Networking Sites (SNSs), being one among the User-Created 
Contents (UCC) website, is currently the foremost widespread and 
fastest-growing sector in on-line business market. Though the 
ancestors of current SNSs have existed for over twenty five years, 
bound SNSs, as well as Facebook, Twitter, and MySpace, square 
measure are currently the main target of the world’s web users and 
business organizations. The marketplace for SNSs in year 2010 
reached $2180 million and is anticipated to get older to $4669 
million by year 2015. A social network may be a structure created 
from a group of social actors (such as people or organizations) 
and a group of the deuce ties between these actors. The social 
network view provides a group of strategies for examining the 
arrangement of whole social entities furthermore as a spread of 
theories explaining the patterns ascertained in these structures. 
The study of those structures uses social network analysis to spot 
innate and global outlines, find important entities, and examine 
network dynamics.
OSN is emerging as web’s top application. Social networking sites, 
which are primarily used for social interaction, have consented 
momentous attention in research in recent years. 
The social network may be a theoretical construct helpful within 
the social sciences to review relationships between people, 
groups, organizations, or perhaps whole society (social entities, 
etc). The name is employed to explain a system determined by 
such interactions. The ties through that any given organization 

connects represent the convergence of the varied social associates 
of that entity. This theoretical approach is, essentially, relational. 
An adage of the social network advancement to understand social 
communication is that social fact ought to be primarily planned 
and examined through the properties of relations between and 
inside entities, rather than the properties of those units themselves. 
Hence, one general disapproval of social network hypothesis is 
that individual organization is usually neglected though this might 
not be the case in observe (see agent-based modeling). Exactly as 
a result of many various kinds of relations, singular or together, 
network configurations, network analytics area unit helpful to 
a broad vary of analysis enterprises. In science, these fields of 
study embrace however aren’t restricted to social science, biology, 
communication studies, economics, geography, information 
processing, structure studies, psychological science, sociology, 
and linguistics.
Since its creation, the web wasn’t solely wont to browse data, 
build business, and connect pages, however conjointly it had been 
meant to be a social tool for users. Nowadays, social networking 
has become a crucial part of the web activities on online network. 
Social sites gain quality due to the various services provided 
starting from cooperative tagging (e.g., Flicker), blogging 
sites (e.g., Live journal), and chiefly to social networking (e.g., 
Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace) with a continuous growing range 
of active users.
In essence, every social network offers specific services and 
functionalities that concentrate on a well outlined community within 
the world. To form use of the provided services/functionalities and 
to stay being tuned with its connected members, users produce 
many accounts on varied sites. This has participated within 
the emergence of latest users’ connections that perform some 
internetworks’ operations and functionalities. Social networking 
sites (SNS) in which explicit connections are made between parties 
interested in exchanging information and content increasingly 
gain popularity. 
While some SNS are “purely social”, others like YouTube, 
Flickr, and Live Journal are extremely content minded whereas 
maintaining a social part too. The nature of the interaction amid 
content and connections is vitally vital not just from a social 
science outlook but additionally to answer how the relevant 
content and connections can be discovered extra easily.  YouTube 
specially permits numerous content types: videos, images, music, 
and text. Additionally to the variability of content, it more permits 
2 varieties of social relationships: subscriptions and friendships. 
Thus, it's doubtless a website ripe for thought within the question 
of however content and contacts are connected. In different SNS, 
user behavior was noted to vary relying upon the expressed class 
of user interest. Now further we will study the details of social 
network.

II. Related Work
In the late 1800s, Emile Durkheim and Ferdinand Tonnies 
foreshadowed the concept of social networks and analysis of 
social teams in their theories. Tonnies argued that social clusters 
can continue as confidential and manage social ties that whichever 
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link people who allocate benefits and belief or impersonal, proper, 
and instrumental social links. Durkheim gave a non-individualistic 
rationalization of social facts, controversy that social phenomena 
arise once interacting people represent a reality which will no 
longer be portrayed in terms of the properties of distinct actors. 
Georg Simmel, scripting at the flip of the 20th century, pointed 
to the character of networks and also the results of network size 
on interaction and inspected the prospect of interaction in distant 
networks instead of groups. 
Major developments within the field are often seen in 1930s 
by numerous groups in science, social science, and arithmetic 
operating severally. In science, within the Nineteen Thirties, Jacob 
L. Moreno started systematic recording and scrutiny of social 
contact in petite clusters, particularly lecture rooms and work 
teams. In anthropology, the foundation for social web theory is the 
hypothetical and ethnographic work of B. Malinowski, A.R. Brown, 
and Claude Lévi-Strauss. A gaggle of social anthropologists related 
amid Max Gluckman & the Manchester School, as well as J.A. 
Barnes, J. C. Mitchell and E.B. Spillius, often are acknowledged 
alongside giving some of the early fieldwork from that web analyses 
executed, examined area webs in southern Africa, India and the 
U.K. .Concurrently, Anthropologist S.F. Nadel classified a theory 
of social arrangement that was prominent in later network analysis. 
In sociology, the early (1930s) effort of Talcott Parsons laid the 
segment for intriguing a relational approach to understanding 
social arrangement. Later on, illustrating on Parsons’ theory, 
the Existing, the work of social scientist Peter Blau provides 
a robust impetus for analyzing the relative ties of social units 
along in conjunction with his work on social swap theory. By the 
Nineteen Seventies, a growing range of students worked to mix 
the various tracks and traditions. One huddle consisted of social 
scientist Harrison White and his scholars at the Harvard University 
Deptt of Social Relations. Conjointly severally active within the 
Harvard Social Relations deptt at the period were Charles Tilly, 
who concentrated on networks in governmental and area sociology 
and social activities, & Stanley Milgram, who industrialized the 
“six degrees of separation” thesis.
Boyd and writer outlined social network sites supported 3 system 
capabilities. The systems enable people to:

Construct a public as well as semi-public profile inside a 1. 
finite system,
Articulate a listing of different users with whom they share 2. 
a affiliation, and
Read and traverse their list of connections and people created 3. 
by others inside the system”

Once users are a part of a web site they're asked to spot others 
within the network with which they need Associate in nursing 
existing relationship. The links that are generated between people 
demonstrate to others within the native topological space. There 
are general social network sites like Facebook that are content 
targeted. Social network web site LinkedIn could be a network of 
skilled contacts and YouTube connects those that have an interest 
in video content.
Virtual societies on the web became a crucial subject of science 
a crucial cluster of connected studies try and predict phenomena 
within the globe by analyzing virtual societies.

III. Social Networking
Social networking is difficult to define because it is constantly 
changing as technologies grow and transform. Webster’s Lexicon 
terms social networking, social media, or social technologies 
plainly as, “Forms of electronic communication through which 

users craft online areas to share information, ideas, memos, and 
supplementary content”.

Social network is a graph consists of nodes and links used to 
represent social relations on social network sites. The nodes 
include entities and the interaction between them forms the links 
(as in fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Social Network With Nodes and Links

Social media as a crusade because it embodies a related sequence 
of procedures projected to grasp a set of specific goals. Each 
social media era, such as YouTube, Twitter and Facebook, proposal 
user’s disparate instruments for allocating data and thoughts 
across news articles, photos, videos and data or confidential posts 
alongside friends and online communities. Moreover, alongside 
the conception of mobile requests, people have increased social 
networking involvement because they are able to link from each 
locale employing their phone. A mobile request, or app, describes 
internet websites that are formatted to run across smart phones. 
A recent survey found that forty percent of all cell phone owners 
are using social media applications and twenty-eight percent 
use them daily. Thus, social networking offers a useful tool for 
individuals, agencies, and groups to connect with their followers 
on an ongoing basis.

The top three most widely used social media websites are YouTube, 
Twitter, and Facebook and each offer the user a set of unique tools 
to reach a distinct audience. For example, YouTube is a video 
sharing website where people post professional and homemade 
videos for informational and entertainment purposes. Forty-eight 
hours of video is posted to YouTube every single minute equaling 
eight years of content being uploaded daily.  on the contrary, 
Twitter allows users to find information, news, and opinions in 
real time related to subjects they are interested in by searching 
popular hash tags or the keywords or topics in a ‘tweet’.

On Twitter, an average of 140 million tweets, defined as 140 
character status updates, are dispatched and 460,000 new reports 
are crafted every single day.  However, Facebook reigns supreme 
as the social networking site where an individual, group, or 
agency can use multiple media tools encompassing content, 
video, and photo allocating to advance data. In 2014, Facebook 
had officially registered 1.3 billion active users. Furthermore, 
one study found that of all of the time that Americans spend on 
personal computers connected to the internet, seventeen percent 
is spent using Facebook. 
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IV. Elements of Social Network Analysis

A. A Group 
The first stride in carrying out a social networks analysis is to 
find out the group under review. In the organization consulting 
instance the group may be all of the experts in a particular practice. 
A group can be poised of people who are devoted to a particular 
task, such as software lifecycle team or it can be a collection of 
people such as a group of people, top management across diverse 
business divisions, or members of a temporary task force. Groups’ 
size generally ranges from 25 to 200. The entity units in a group 
are usually imputed as actors or nodes. 

B. Interactions
In interaction a SNA present the relationships between actors. The 
characters of the relationships we tend to have an interest in, can 
vary in keeping with our reason for conducting the study. Within 
the case of the service industry firm, we'd have an attention in 
analyzing communication patterns by observing that consultants 
move with one another for the aim of getting client-related info. 
Interactions also are mentioned because of the links or ties between 
folks. The pattern of interactions in an exceedingly cluster is 
termed a social network. Interaction is incredibly vital in social 
networking as a method of human activity.

C. Attributes
Attribute facts can help verify whether there are methodical 
factors that influence interactions between people. Like, we 
frequently find that people in one business entity don’t routinely 
share information with people in another entity. The reasons 
that impact these interactions vary from incentive programs that 
encourage folks to pay their time with folks in their own business 
unit to “cultural” variations, like language or work attribute, that 
create it troublesome for folks to speak simply with each other. 
During a study on diversity, for instance, attributes that influence 
interactions would possibly embody quality, gender, and attitudes 
regarding social action. Within the service industry case, relevant 
attributes would possibly embody wherever somebody works (e.g. 
country, geographic region), that business entity they're in (e.g. 
sales, marketing, development), their rank of superiority, and the 
way long they need been with the corporate. They may additionally 
embody temperament measures, like Myers-Briggs temperament 
sorts or scores on power tests. Solely attributes that are supposed 
to sway interactions are enclosed in associate degree SNA.

V. Proposed Work
Social networking is one among the foremost standard net 
activities, with legion users from concerning globe. The time spent 
on sites akin to Facebook or LinkedIn is consistently increasing 
at a powerful rate. Social network is now a day’s an important 
source to stay connected with our family, friends, neighbors etc. 
and is popular among the youth. Users populate their online profile 
alongside a plethora of data that aims at bestowing a finished 
and precise representation of them. So because of its popularity 
it is being the topic of research for many researchers. With its 
increasing popularity it also has security issues.

Social networking is gaining popularity day by day among 
people so complete analysis of social network is very important 
for analyzing the complete user behavior of social network. The 
immense interest generated by OSNs has given rise to a number 
of measurement and characterization studies that attempt to 

provide a first step towards their understanding. In future our 
main task would be the evaluation of graph crawling and clustering 
and their sampling biases for the same. Sentiment Analysis in 
Social Networks is also gaining momentum. In future, we would 
like to enhance sentiment classification and analysis in social 
networks.

VI. Conclusion 
Content growth in the Internet in recent years has made a huge 
volume of information available. This information is presented 
in different formats such as posts, news articles, comments, and 
reviews. Especially in the automotive, media sectors, customers 
have written reviews about products or their features. By collecting 
and analyzing these reviews, new customers find others’ opinion 
about different features of the product. They can compare the 
products to each other to find the best one that meets their needs. 
Moreover, manufacturers will detect strengths and weaknesses of 
their products or those of their competitor’s .During this method, 
makers can solve the reportable issues and use the business 
intelligence behind the analysis for future investments.

From the sentiment perspective, there are two kinds of textual 
information, namely, facts and opinions. While facts are the 
objective statements about the nature of a product, opinions 
describe attitudes, appraisals, and emotions regarding a product, 
service, topic, or an issue. Although the majority of research 
focuses on building applications around facts, the recent trend in 
the area of text mining has been focused on building applications 
around opinions. Sentiment analysis [8] is an interdisciplinary 
field that crosses NLP, AI and text mining. Since most opinions 
are available in the text format and its processing is easier than 
other formats, sentiment analysis has emerged as a sub field of 
text mining. 
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